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Twinner and carsale24 partner to introduce 
transparent used car transactions in Germany 

5 Dec 2022 Berlin – Twinner, a leader in car digitization technology, and carsale24, Germany’s 
leading online car auction platform, announced today the successful integration of their 
services offering a truly digital process for car sellers. The two providers believe that digital 
technologies will make the used car ecosystem more transparent and reliable leading to fair 
pricing and less frustration for sellers and buyers alike.  

Twinner uses complex sensor technology to digitize cars in such high quality that any car purchase 
decision can be made remotely, without physically observing the car. On top of providing the digital 
twin of the vehicle, the company’s proprietary platform, Twinn, enables customers to list their cars 
conveniently and quickly on online classifieds and auction portals. A listing by Twinner stands out 
from the plethora of car ads with the high-quality image set and a 360° virtual car tour. The Twinn 
automatically catalogues all vehicle features and technical data saving sellers a lot of time. It also 
raises trust between seller and buyer by suggest the fair price range of the car based on a pool of 
real-time, independent market data. 

carsale24 is the first online auction platform to integrate the Twinn in Germany. The platform links 
private car sellers with dealers in an online bidding process which can last from a few minutes up 
to max. 3 days. carsale24 has a nationwide network of certified car dealers ensuring sellers achieve 
the best possible price for their used vehicles. Twinns provided by Twinner can now be 
conveniently uploaded directly to carsale24’s system. Commenting on the integration, carsale24 
managing director Lars Häger said: “We are consistently relying on digital processes - from the 
creation of the advertisement to the auction and the purchase contract - to benefit our dealers, 
customers, and cooperation partners. We joined forces with Twinner to showcase how the car 
ecommerce of tomorrow works.”  

Twinner CEO Silvan Rath added: “We are pleased to welcome carsale24 in our quest to offer safe 
and convenient car sale for everyone. This partnership is another important signal that used car 
transaction can become fully transparent and still benefit all parties involved.” The company 
opened its first Twinner Station for private customers in Berlin this May and has since started 
offerings vehicle Twinns on AutoScout24 and now on carsale24.  
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MORE INFO 

Daniella Redei 
Head of Marketing 
d.redei@twinner.com 

 

ABOUT TWINNER 

Founded in 2017, Twinner (www.twinner.com) is on a mission to make used car transactions more 
transparent and convenient. Twinner’s technology makes it possible to create digital images of 
vehicles - outside, inside and underbody - so that they no longer need to be viewed in person at 
specific times in specific locations. Twinner obtains a large dataset of each vehicle, based upon 
which a Twinn® is created. The company’s proprietary sales enablement tool ensures easy 
integration of the Twinn to online sales platforms. After considerable success in the B2B segment 
with partners such as Mosolf, BMW and Renault, the company opened to private customers earlier 
this year. The first Twinner Station offering car digitization for private customers opened in Berlin.  

ABOUT CARSALE24 

carsale24 (www.carsale24.de) stands for fair, secure online trading in used cars – confirmed by 
numerous independent tests. On carsale24, dealers buy used vehicles in an online auction directly 
from private customers. In the process, carsale24 first digitizes the vehicle and then looks for a 
buyer in an auction. The bidding rounds last, depending upon salesman desire, between few 
minutes as “buy-now” and max. three days. For consumers the service is completely free. For 
commercial buyers small fees result with the purchase. carsale24 also offers it’s process as "Trade-
in as a Service" to cooperation partners. 


